
Tashlik
One Damn Proud Candidate for 

the 64th S'ganit Nassau 

of the Nassau Suffolk Region 

NSR #19 

Winter Convention ’19 

Fall Convention ’20

Spring Convention  ’20 ’21

RLTI ’20

RLIT 2 ’21

Sisterhood Weekend ’20 ’21

Big-Little '20 '21

J-Serve ’20 ’21

NSR Kickoff Shabbat ’20 ’21

Global Shabbat '21

NSR Kickoff ’21

Installs ’20

RLN Inclusion Committee '21

The International Order of the B’nai Brith Girls

CLTC Connect 2 ’20

International Convention ’21

Inductions ’20

Global Leadership Network Launch ’20

Movement Kickoff ’20

Mental Health Task Force ’20-21

BBYO On-Demand Taskforce ‘20-21

All Abilities Taskforce ‘20-21

Press Corps Tik Tok Team ‘21

The Perfect Blend of Experiences

Par Par BBG #2538

Chapter S’ganit ’20-’21

Planned events incorporating the seven folds

Attended all board meetings

Attended all chapter events

Active Member in good standing since 2019

denotes steered

 MY SISTER B'NAI BRITH GIRLS

Although Lazy Town infamously taught us otherwise, from

experience I can assure you that it is most certainly not a

piece of cake to bake a pretty cake. The process is filled

with ingredient after ingredient, mix after mix, and most

importantly, patience. I picture programming to be much like

this process that eventually ends in a mouth-watering

creation. We as BBGs all take part in the steps of baking the

cake of success that is NSR. We each add our own unique

flavor and ingredient that makes the region flourish. Baking

a cake is not easy, just like keeping a chapter running and

thriving. It takes hard work, commitment, and cooperation

for boards to run smoothly and continue to retain members.

Each chapter within NSR is an ingredient and together they

blend to keep the region thriving. This past year was quite

unpredictable and an unfamiliar recipe indeed, but we were

able to keep the movement alive with hard work. We have

come through with strength and now is the time to keep

stirring. Just like in the kitchen, within programming, there is

always room to create something new and innovative.

Submitted with undying love for beautiful kitchen creations,

NSR #19, and my heart and home Par Par BBG #2538, I

forever remain

One Damn Proud Candidate for your

 64th S'ganit Nassau

Mollie Claire Tashlik



Step 2: the ingredients

The Recipe for NSR Success

A Process with Purpose

aid in all sisters becoming actively involved and

passionate BBGs

answer all texts and calls within 24 hrs to promote

open lines of communication 

Step 6: a dash of personal touch

attend all chapter and board meetings 

work well with the 64th regional board to ensure

a successful year 

immediately acknowledge and work to solve problems

stabilize struggling chapters through strategy

sessions and regional support of chapter boards

facilitate chapter communication and inter-chapter

programming opportunities 

make sure all Nassau chapter boards are equally

fulfilling their jobs and are working cohesively

create polls and surveys to gauge chapter

feedback and tailor support toward their needs 

work closely with N'siot to ensure chapters and

running as smooth as batter

be a bridge between chapter and regional board to

easily relay questions, comments, and concern 

assist chapter boards in creating bucket lists and

term goals  

Hakotel BBG #8260

Integrity BBG #0461

Citadel BBG #0460

L'yam BBG #0117

Masada BBG #1519

Par Par BBG #2538

Sababa BBG #2512

Yachad BBG #0340

Step 1: preheat the oven to 350ºF
Although occasionally forgotten, this is one of the

foundations of a successful bake. Within NSR, the

chapter boards are always there working hard in the

background and ready when we need them. To help

stabilize struggling chapters, it is essential to have the

foundation of a strong chapter board. As S'ganit

Nassau I will dedicate myself to supporting chapter

boards and will make all resources, including me, readily

available.

Step 3: whisk it all together
On their own, ingredients await combined flavor, but

together they can create a masterpiece of a dessert. I

believe that chapter communication is vital to a

successful regional recipe. If elected, one of my primary

goals will be to facilitate inter-chapter communication

via strengthening of counterpart networks, setting up

calls, and providing opportunities for collaboration. With

each chapter working together, BBGs will have greater

possibilities for fostering friendship and becoming more

deeply immersed in the BBYO experience. 

 

Step 4: time to bake 

All amazing creations, especially when baking, take

time, effort, and patience. If elected S'ganit Nassau I

will devote all three to the position and uphold every

promise. I will also work closely with Nassau N'siot

networks, having monthly meetings to share ideas and

helping any in need of inspiration, while making sure all

Nassau chapters are in great shape. 

Step 5: decorate and enjoy
Arguably the most rewarding and creative parts of the

baking project are first decorating, and then, of course,

eating! I believe that each and every BBG is just that - a

decorative element -adding sparkle with a sprinkle of

joy,  bringing a project to life, on the road to winning a

baking championship. The BBGs are the heart and soul of

BBYO, the very thing that allows the organization to

thrive. As S'ganit Nassau I will make it my duty to ensure

all sisters feel welcomed, included, and at home in the

region and within their chapters. 


